As part of the upgrade of the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) control computer, the software providing the interface between application programs and the accelerator hardware was redesigned. This new Data System design -which handles more than 12,000 widely different devices -allows greater uniformity, flexibility, maintainability, and hardware independence than before.
Introduction
The original LAMPF Control System was written for a Systems Engineering Laboratory (SEL) 840 computer. Locally designed Remote Instrumentation and Control Equipment (RICE) hardware provided access to accelerator data and controls. Eventually, additional accelerator data was made available through CAMAC interfaces addressed by remote PDP-11 computers.
The remote PDP-lls were linked to the SEL-840 via locally designed CAMAC data link modules.
Several years ago, a decision was made to replace the SEL-840 with a VAX-11/780.
At that time we recognized that there were problems with the way many application programs on the SEL-840 dealt with accelerator devices. Often programs contained embedded hardware addresses for accelerator devices. This made the programs difficult to maintain when wiring changes were made. It also made the code difficult to read and update since the physical meaning of the data was obscure.
In addition, some application programs contained explicit message formatting software.
A symbolic device-naming scheme using ten-character '"operator designators" was designed when the RICE system was first implemented. 
Application Program Interface
Application programs use the Data System in much the same way that they interface with the operating system's file structure. Operator designators must be "opened" by the application in order to establish a connection with the appropriate Device We feel we have achieved our design goals of flexibility and hardware independence. We have much left to implement in the way of new devices and expanded simulation and diagnostic capabilities, but our experience indicates that these extensions will fit in well with our design.
Since application programs are independent of the hardware, and indeed of the actual algorithms used in the Data System software, optimization can occur at either the hardware or software levels with no detrimental impact on existing applications. We expect that we will make optimizations when areas needing them become apparent as more application programs are written for the new control computer.
Given basic system correctness, we would rather work on making a flexible system speedy than making a speedy system flexible.
